Welcome May

With all the lightness and brightness this month brings as the month that seems to finally appreciate spring and warm weather that we seek after the long sleep of winter and our so called Spring in the Northern Hemisphere. May Day, Mother's Day and Memorial Day all offer a humming bliss for our walks with the multitude of "M" present. Perhaps it is a happy message to simply hum in happier more blissful vibration this month as we walk along surrendering to the path of inner wisdom.
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World Labyrinth Day

A happy and blissful day for some, an expression of peace for others. Walking the world as one at one it calls for us to remember the unrest in our own soul at times and how we might move through our own as our world seems to be very present in conflict in a few distinct places. We wish the peace for Nepal's eruption as much as we do for Baltimore's unrest and call for understanding.

Let the walk of this day reflect the call of the world by listening to the state of our own personal being. What we change in ourselves we change in the world and it is the small bit of change that we do with intentional well being that makes it much more important and lasting than the big leaps of chaotic discovery.
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The People Labyrinth

This day of labyrinths was created by people for people using a path that asks us to question as much as it gives us the answers. It inspires the creativity of people as much as the curiosity and with many magnificent designs it lends us opportunity, because people put it together and care to share.

On this day of labyrinths, be reminded of the people that put the passion and purpose into the paths. Enjoy what they enjoy and for a moment in your walk, express gratitude for the people who take the time to make your purpose what is theirs too.

Speaking of the human quotient, to see what a human labyrinth might look like, the Community College of Aurora in Colorado created one in this YouTube presentation.
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Designs of Creativity

Found online, creativity, curiosity and clever paths to discover.

Virginia Lonesky shared this image design of the "Universal Goddess" created by Sandra Wasko Flood. It is part of the Maryland's College of Arts exhibit and the hope is to have used it for World Labyrinth Day to light the
fires for better purpose in Baltimore.
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The Garden by the Sea Project in Ocean Shortes, WA has created a Rose Herb Labyrinth with specialized stepping stones to walk the labyrinth.
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The Copper Labyrinth is a unique design by the European Copper Institute and it is displayed at The Heritage in Amsterdam outdoors. It uses copper wiring and is walkable for all. It was made by Look Into My Eyes Studio, commissioned by the European Copper Institute.
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The Somerset Natural Learning Center in the UK shares a new design of the shamrock. It is set in the Prayer Garden endorsing creativity and learning from the outside in.
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John Ridder is ever creative with his designs at Pax Works in Indiana. Always an education and always well laid out.
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And to wish you a day of World Walking with Peace in Mind....
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Wishing you a joyful month, a peaceful path and many collaborative connections!

Lynda Touloukis
365 Club Chair
Labyrinth Society
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